Spatial analysis of probable cases of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections in Maranhao State, Brazil
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ABSTRACT

Dengue fever, chikungunya fever, and zika virus infections are increasing public health problems in the world, the last two diseases having recently emerged in Brazil. This ecological study employed spatial analysis of probable cases of dengue fever, chikungunya fever, and zika virus infections reported to the National Mandatory Reporting System (SINAN) in Maranhao State from 2015 to 2016. The software GeoDa version 1.10 was used for calculating global and local Moran indices. The global Moran index identified a significant autocorrelation of incidence rates of dengue (I=0.10; p=0.009) and zika (I=0.07; p=0.03). The study found a positive spatial correlation between dengue and the population density (I=0.31; p<0.001) and a negative correlation with the Performance Index of Unified Health System (PIUHS) by basic care coverage (I=-0.08; p=0.01). Regarding chikungunya fever, there were positive spatial correlations with the population density (I=0.06; p=0.03) and the Municipal Human Development Index (MHDI) (I=0.10; p=0.002), and a negative correlation with the Gini index (I=-0.01; p<0.001) and the PIUHS by basic care coverage (I=-0.18; p<0.001). Lastly, we found positive spatial correlations between Zika virus infections and the population density (I=0.13; p=0.005) and the MHDI (I=0.12; p<0.001), as well as a negative correlation with the Gini index (I=-0.11; p<0.001) and the PIUHS by basic care coverage (I=-0.05; p=0.03). Our results suggest that several socio-demographic factors influenced the occurrence of dengue fever, chikungunya fever, and zika virus infections in Maranhao State.
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INTRODUCTION

Arboviruses are associated with outbreaks and epidemics of great magnitude; these events generate significant economic and social outcomes in several countries1 and represent a growing public health problem due to their potential for dispersion and the occurrence of a high number of severe cases with neurological, joint and hemorrhagic complications2.

In the Brazilian epidemiological context, dengue fever is characterized by
an increase of severe cases and death. Furthermore, the circulation of chikungunya virus with autochthonous transmission since 2014 and the confirmed circulation of zika virus infections for the first time in May 2015 represent a new challenge for public health policies.

Until the epidemiological week 52 of 2017, the Northeast region had the highest number of probable cases of dengue fever and chikungunya fever, 86,386 and 142,131, respectively, and the second largest number of zika virus cases (5,270), the equivalent to 30% of all cases in the country. During the same period in Maranhao, a State of the Brazilian Northeast, dengue fever had a higher incidence rate (101.4 cases per 100,000 inhabitants), followed by chikungunya fever (92.3 cases per 100,000 inhabitants) and zika virus infections (7.4 cases per 100,000 inhabitants)\(^3\).

*Aedes aegypti*, the main vector of these arboviruses, is found in all regions of Brazil\(^4\). Most of the country has climate patterns favorable for vector reproduction and survival\(^5\). In conjunction with the climate, other factors have also contributed to the proliferation of this vector, such as poor urban infrastructure, irregularities in water supply and solid waste collection and little effectiveness of government programs for the vector control\(^1\).

Spatial analysis has been considered a promising tool in the identification of priority areas for health interventions\(^6\). However, there are several gaps in the knowledge about the use of this tool to understand the dispersion of dengue fever, chikungunya fever, and zika virus infections simultaneously. The study of the spatial occurrence of these diseases addresses conditioning factors such as socioeconomic and urban infrastructure variables, broadening the understanding of diseases dynamics, indicating important actions in the context of health surveillance\(^7\).

The Performance Index of Unified Health System (PIUHS) structure is based on the priorities or health guidelines to attend the objectives of improvement and development of services, as well as the population health conditions prevention programs and control of dengue epidemics, among others\(^8\). On this perspective, the analysis of PIUHS indicators that evaluate the services practices can contribute to the study of the distribution of diseases such as dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections.

This study has the following hypotheses: the spatial distribution of the probable cases of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections occurs heterogeneously in Maranhao, and there is a relationship between these diseases and sociodemographic factors, economic factors, PIUHS and vector infestation. Thus, this study aims to analyze the spatial distribution of these diseases and to evaluate the relationship of these diseases with population density, Gini Index, Municipal Human Development Index (MMDI), PIUHS and the index of infestation by *A. aegypti* in the municipalities of the Maranhao State.

**METHODS**

This is an ecological study with spatial analysis of probable cases of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections that occurred in the Maranhao State and were reported to the National Mandatory Reporting System (SINAN) from January 2015 to December 2016, using the municipality as the unit of analysis.

**Study location**

The Maranhao State is located in the Northeast region of Brazil. It has an area of 331,983 km\(^2\), being the eighth largest State in Brazil and the second largest in the Northeast in terms of territorial extension. The estimated population in 2015 was 6,904,241 inhabitants, and the population density was 20.8 inhabitants/km\(^2\). The State has 217 municipalities divided into five mesoregions: North, West, Center, East and South Maranhao\(^9\).

**Definition of probable cases and data collection**

According to the Ministry of Health, probable cases of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections include all reported cases except for those discarded by a negative laboratory diagnosis or diagnosed with other diseases\(^3\). The probable cases of the three diseases were obtained from the SINAN at the State Health Secretariat of Maranhao (SES/MA). Due to the increase of cases, there was a delay in data entry in the Epidemiological Surveillance of the Municipal Secretariat of Sao Luis (VE/SEMUS/SL), the State capital. Aiming at the completeness of data, members of our research team promoted data entry and performed inconsistencies corrections of SINAN information in the VE/SEMUS/SL facilities from January to June 2017. In July 2017, SINAN data was transferred to Excel spreadsheets.

**Infestation by Aedes aegypti**

*Aedes aegypti* infestation was analyzed based on the Rapid Assay of the Larval Index for *A. aegypti* (LIRAa), which is a sample methodological tool that reports the Building Infestation Index (BII), the Breteau Index (BI) and the Container Type Index for *A. aegypti* in its larval stage\(^10\). In this study, the BII values of three LIRAa surveys conducted in 54 municipalities of the State in 2016 were
used: the first was from the period of April to May, the second was from July to August and the last was from October to November. Data on the BII were obtained from SES/MA. Regarding the risk of transmission, a BII less than 1% is considered satisfactory, a BII from 1% to 3.9% is considered alert, and a BII greater than 3.9% is considered at risk.

Socio-demographic variables, economic variables and the performance index of the Unified Health System

MHDI was obtained from the Human Development Atlas. It consists of three indicators: income, longevity and education resulting in a number between zero and one. The closer the value is to one, the greater the social inequality and ranges from zero to one: zero corresponds to complete equality (in the income item), and one corresponds to complete inequality.

PIUHS is comprised of 24 indicators that evaluate the UHS performance on the scope of the basic care, of medium and high complexity on the access axis and effectiveness in each Brazilian municipality. Indicators are measured from parameters and assigned using a grade ranging from 0 (zero) to 10 (ten) for each municipality evaluated.

Two PIUHS indicators were used in this study. The first was the population coverage, which was estimated by the basic health teams that evaluate the provision of basic health care services and the ease of access, having as a parameter 100% of coverage, considering one team to each group of 3,000 inhabitants on the evaluated year. The second indicator was the proportion of hospitalizations sensitive to basic care, considering the parameter that 28.6% is equal to the average proportion of hospitalizations sensitive to basic care to the city’s residents. It assumes that hospitalizations are necessary and that among the diseases, there is a subset of causes more sensitive to the effectiveness of basic care, in which proportions of these hospitalizations can be avoided by more qualified actions of care developed at this health care level.

Calculation of incidence rate

The incidence rate of the three diseases was calculated based on the ratio between the number of probable cases of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections (numerator), and the population unit of each municipality (denominator) multiplied by 100,000 inhabitants in the period from 2015 to 2016. To calculate the incidence rate of each disease separately, only the numerator was modified. Population estimates by municipality for the year 2015 were obtained from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) website.

Spatial analysis

Every municipality was included in this spatial analysis, regardless of the existence of notified cases. To establish autocorrelation in the univariate spatial analysis, the global Moran index (I) was calculated and used to analyze the spatial distribution pattern and the intensity of a cluster according to municipalities. The local Moran index produces a normalized value (attribute values subtracted from its mean and divided by the standard deviation), specific for each area, allowing the identification of a cluster of areas with significant patterns of spatial association.

The local Moran Scatter Graph was used to compare the value of each municipality with its neighbors and to verify spatial dependence. The generated quadrants were analyzed as follows: Q1 - High/High (positive values, positive means); Q2 - Low/Low (negative values, negative means), indicating points of positive spatial association or similar to neighbors; Q3 - High/Low (positive values, negative means); and Q4 - Low/High (negative values, positive means), indicating points of negative spatial association. Clusters are located in the quadrants Q1 and Q2 and outliers are located in the quadrants Q3 and Q4.

For both indices, the significance level for spatial autocorrelation was p<0.05. Results from the local Moran index were demonstrated by the Lisa Cluster Map. To test the spatial correlation between the incidence rates of each disease and the population density, Gini index, MHDI and PIUHS, a bivariate spatial analysis was performed using the global and local Moran indices.

The open access software GeoDa, version 1.10 was used for the univariate and bivariate spatial analysis; the global and local Moran indices were calculated; the pseudo-significance tests were calculated for 999 permutations. Mitigated taxes were calculated using empirical Bayesian estimators to determine a weighted average rate, considering regional variances and allowing comparisons between different populations.

RESULTS

From 2015 to 2016, a total of 39,563 cases of dengue fever, 9,478 cases of chikungunya fever and 5,148 cases
of zika virus infections were recorded in Maranhao State. After excluding cases with no information on the patients’ municipality of residence 37,726 probable cases of dengue fever, 9,445 cases of chikungunya fever and 5,125 cases of zika virus infections were analyzed.

The highest number of cases reported was in 2016, with 27,702 cases of dengue, 9,267 cases of chikungunya fever and 5,125 cases of zika virus infections. During this period, the following 16 municipalities did not report any cases of the three diseases: Afonso Cunha, Altamira do Maranhao, Bacurituba, Benedito Leite, Boa Vista do Gurupi, Buriti, Cajapio, Fernando Falcao, Igarape Grande, Lago do Junco, Luis Domingues, Maraja do Sena, Olinda Nova do Maranhao, Paulo Ramos, Sao Felix de Balsas, and Sao Francisco do Maranhao.

The global Moran index showed a statistically significant positive spatial autocorrelation for the incidence rates of dengue fever (I=0.10; p=0.009) and zika virus infections (I=0.07; p=0.03) and for the incidence rate of the three diseases (I=0.12; p=0.006). The global Moran index did not show a significant spatial autocorrelation for the chikungunya fever incidence rate. Positive and weak spatial correlations were found between dengue incidence rates and population density (I=0.31; p<0.001), as well as a negative spatial correlation between dengue incidence rates and PIUHS for basic care coverage (I=-0.08; p=0.01) (Table 1).

Moreover, positive and weak spatial correlations were identified between chikungunya fever incidence rates and the population density (I=0.06; p=0.03) and the MHDI (I=0.10; p=0.002), as well as negative spatial correlations were found between chikungunya fever incidence rates and the Gini index (I=-0.014; p<0.001), and chikungunya fever incidence rates and the PIUHS for basic care coverage (I=-0.18; p<0.001). Positive and weak spatial correlations were also observed between zika virus infections incidence rates and the population density (I=0.13; p=0.005) and zika virus infections incidence rates and the MHDI (I=0.12; p<0.001) (Table 1).

Conjointly, negative spatial correlations were established between zika virus infections incidence rates and the Gini index (I=-0.11; p<0.001), and the PIUHS for basic care coverage (I=-0.05; p=0.03). The incidence rates of the three diseases showed a positive and weak correlation with the population density (I=0.34; p<0.001), and negative spatial correlations with the IPHS for basic care coverage (I=-0.12; p=0.002). The BII did not present a significant spatial correlation with the incidence rates of any of the three arboviruses (Table 1).

Table 1 - Univariate analysis of the incidence rates of dengue fever, chikungunya fever, and zika virus infections and bivariate analysis between the incidence rates and the population density, Gini Index, Municipal Human Development Index, Performance Index of Unified Health System as well as the Building Infestation Index. Maranhao, 2015-2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Univariate Analysis</th>
<th>Dengue incidence rate</th>
<th>Chikungunya incidence rate</th>
<th>Zika incidence rate</th>
<th>Incidence rate of dengue, chikungunya, and Zika</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Moran Index</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>Global Moran Index</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bivariate Analysis</th>
<th>Dengue incidence rate</th>
<th>Chikungunya incidence rate</th>
<th>Zika incidence rate</th>
<th>Incidence rate of dengue, chikungunya, and Zika</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>Global Moran Index</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>Global Moran Index</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gini Index</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Human Development Index</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance Index of the Unified Health System

| Basic care coverage | -0.08 | 0.01 | -0.18 | p<0.001 | -0.05 | 0.03 | -0.12 | 0.002 |
| Hospitalizations sensitive to basic care | 0.02 | 0.22 | 0.04 | 0.07 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.03 | 0.10 |

Building Infestation Index (2016)

| April to May | 0.35 | -0.06 | 0.27 | 0.01 | 0.42 | 0.05 | 0.06 |
| July to August | 0.46 | 0.06 | 0.23 | 0.01 | 0.41 | 0.01 | 0.11 |
| October to November | 0.14 | -0.02 | 0.43 | -0.03 | 0.38 | 0.03 | 0.15 |
The local Moran index identified cores of clusters of municipalities with high incidence rates of dengue fever in the Western, Southern and Center regions; of chikungunya fever in the West, South and North regions; and of zika virus infections in the Western and North regions of Maranhao State (Figure 1).

According to the local Moran index, the cores of a cluster of municipalities with both, high dengue fever incidence rates and high population density were identified in the Center and West, being the most representative in the South of the State, as well as cores of a cluster of municipalities with low dengue fever incidence rates and low PIUHS for basic care coverage, in Center-West the State (Figure 2).

There were cores of a cluster of municipalities with high chikungunya fever incidence rates and high population density in the North; high values of MHDI in the West, Center and North (Figure 2); and high values of GINI in the Center and South (Figure 3). The study has also found the cores of a cluster of municipalities with low chikungunya fever incidence rates and low values of GINI in the Center and West and the low PIUHS for basic care coverage most representative in the Center-West of the State (Figure 3).

The study identified the cores of a cluster of municipalities of high zika virus infections incidence rates and high population density in the North; high values of MHDI in the West, Center and North (Figure 3); and high values of GINI in the North of the State (Figure 4). Furthermore, there were the cores of a cluster of municipalities with low zika virus infections incidence rates and low values of MHDI most representative in the Center (Figure 3); low values of GINI in the West and the low PIUHS for basic care coverage in the Center-West (Figure 4).

The cores of a cluster of municipalities with high incidence rates of the three arboviruses and high population density were found in the West, Center and South (Figure 4), as well as cores of a cluster of municipalities with low incidence rates of the three arboviruses and low PIUHS for basic care coverage most representative in the Center-West of the State (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

The distribution of probable cases of dengue fever and zika virus infections in Maranhao showed a significant
spatial pattern, primarily for dengue fever, which had a predominance of high incidence clusters in the West and Center-South, and for Zika virus infections in the West and North of the State.

The clusters of chikungunya fever and zika virus infections were concentrated within similar mesoregions, especially in North Maranhao, more specifically in Maranhao’s Island. The emergence of these diseases occurred concomitantly in the country, with high incidence rates, predominantly in the Northeast region\textsuperscript{17}. In the city of Merida, in Mexico, Bisanzio et al.\textsuperscript{18} found the existence of a spatio-temporal coherence for the distribution of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections.

Regarding the possible explanatory factors for the distribution of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections, the population density proved relevant in the spatial analysis. According to Scandar et al.\textsuperscript{19}, the population density is considered a fundamental factor for the high incidence rates of dengue fever, as more populated environments favor the vector proliferation due to ideal conditions for its reproduction, as well to the higher number of individuals susceptible to new infections.

In studies conducted in Espirito Santo\textsuperscript{20}, Rio de Janeiro\textsuperscript{21} and in two cities in Mexico\textsuperscript{22}, the population density contributed positively to dengue fever’s incidence rate. However, for Teixeira and Medronho\textsuperscript{23}, not necessarily all areas of high population density are associated with higher incidence rates of dengue fever, as other factors related to socio-demographic and environmental aspects might better account for it. Barbosa and Silva\textsuperscript{7} and Machado et al.\textsuperscript{24} found a low spatial correlation between population density and the incidence rate of dengue fever.

The Gini index presented a negative spatial correlation with the incidence rates of chikungunya fever and zika virus infections making it possible to observe an increase in the incidence of these diseases in areas with better Gini index values. Dengue fever did not present a significant correlation with the Gini index. Although dengue is related to low socio-economic levels\textsuperscript{25}, other studies point to disagreements between socioeconomic indicators and dengue fever incidence rates\textsuperscript{24,26}.

Municipalities’ clusters with better IDHM values in regions with high incidence rate of chikungunya fever and zika virus infections were found. Municipalities with the
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highest IDHM values are probably more populated, present with a higher development level, better infrastructure and a greater access to health services, all of these contributing to the higher rate of reported cases of these diseases.

PIUHS to basic care coverage was significant for dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections. Clusters of cities with low incidence of these diseases and low PIUHS for basic care coverage were recognized in the same region (Midwest mesoregion of the State). This indicates a likely lower performance of basic care translated into lower report rates of these diseases.

Another point to be considered is the possibility of underreporting in municipalities with fewer reported cases and in those where there were no records during the study period. The underreporting of dengue cases was significant in many studies, contributing to the difficulty of understanding the real incidence rates in the analyzed areas.

Conversely, the simultaneous circulation of the three arboviruses with similar symptoms and the low or no availability of confirmatory tests at the basic care level might have compromised the investigation of one disease and heightened the others. In this context, official data on the incidence rates of arboviruses tend to present a high uncertainty, reinforcing the difficulty of control initiatives and the allocation of therapeutic resources.

A significant spatial correlation on the incidence rates of dengue fever, chikungunya fever, and zika virus infections with BII was not observed. Notably, only BII of the 54 municipalities that performed LIRAa in 2016 was analyzed, probably contributing to the non-identification of a correlation with BII performed in other cycles regarding the incidence rates of these diseases. LIRAa has become mandatory for all municipalities in the country since 2017.

Although some studies point that LIRAa produces more agile results, the indexes cannot be used to measure the risk of dengue fever occurrence.

Other limitations of the study are: the use of secondary data, which may present inconsistencies related to quantity, quality and processing of information, from the introduction of information in the notification instrument to the typing of data and the clinical similarities of dengue fever, chikungunya fever and zika virus infections, leading to errors in the notification of these arboviruses.
An advantage of this study is the use of spatial analysis as a tool to help the understanding of the distribution of dengue fever, chikungunya fever, and Zika virus infections in Maranhão, identifying priority areas and factors that may be interfering with the incidence rates of diseases in the spatial scope.

Moreover, this analysis differs from purely statistical methods, as it captures the inequalities in geographical spaces when considering the spatial distribution of the event that is being studied⁷. Further studies could combine the magnitude and the intensity of variables used in this report and group the municipalities into clusters based on Gaussian (natural breaks) and Paretian (heads and tails) procedures, as proposed by Treviño³⁶.
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